Abstract-As an important means to compose independent services together to fulfill a function, service composition is widely applied in different applications. However, the process of composition is complex and error-prone, which makes a formal modeling and analysis method highly desirable. A BPEL process based on Petri net (BPEL-Net) model is presented in this paper, which is capable of capturing behavior of the participating services accurately. A set of rules are proposed to convert atomic activity and structural activity of BPEL process into BPEL-Net model, the transactional properties of services and failure processing between services are also characterized by BPEL-Net. Based on the states of constructed BPEL-Net, we advance the concept of transfer matrix to analyze reliability and related properties. What's more, we put forward two simplification schemas for BPEL-Net. Finally, a specific example is given to simulate analytical process with tool Matlab, the results show that the method can be a good solution to analyze the reliability of BPEL processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is an approach to distributed computing that views software resources as dynamically discoverable services available on the internet. Web services are a well known and widely used technology for implementing the SOC, which should facilitate integration of newly built and legacy applications both within and across organizational boundaries [1] . With the development of theories and techniques of Web service, a single service often can't satisfy the functional requirements in practical application. In order to increase service sharing, it is necessary to compose Web service to provide a more powerful service. The result of such composition displays an automated implementation process [2] . Among the results, BPEL is the most popular one which is used to specify business processes for service composition.
The BPEL process contains elements for modeling the structure of business processes. A BPEL process realizes all its communication as Web Service, providing a simple, standards-based approach to describe Web services of real world as well as performing invocations of Web Services [3] . However, errors in BPEL process are easily expanding, and service itself has complex interface. Moreover, black-box nature of service becomes an obvious obstacle to service composition [4] . Therefore, there is a growing interest for analyzing related performance for BPEL process, which can detect possible errors before execution.
A BPEL process based on Petri net (BPEL-Net) model is proposed in this paper. It is used to analyze and predict the reliability of BPEL process. Firstly, we describe the activities of BPEL process which include atomic activity and structural activity. We define an extensible set of crucial transactional properties (such as initial, abort, cancel and fail) for each service and declaratively specify the failure processing strategies between service. Secondly, based on the states of constructed BPEL-Net, we advance the concept of transfer matrix, a technique for analyzing the reliability and related properties of BPEL-Net model. We also put forward two simplification schemas for transfer matrix, and a theorem is given to explain the soundness of simplification.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related concepts of BPEL-Net model. In Section 3, we construct the corresponding BPEL-Net model for BPEL process. Section 4 presents the concept of transfer matrix and analyzes the reliability of BPEL-Net model. In Section 5, we explain the feasibility and practicability of our methods by a specific example. Section 6 presents some related works while Section 7 is conclusion. Your goal is to simulate the usual appearance of papers in a Journal of the Academy Publisher. We are requesting that you follow these guidelines as closely as possible.
II. BASIC CONCEPT AND DEFINITION
Petri nets are a well-known modeling technique that has formal semantics, which can be used to model and analyze several types of systems including concurrent, asynchronism and distribution. The basic concepts of it can refer to [5] . First, we will introduce the related concepts, definitions and terms of BPEL-Net.
Definition 1: A 5-tuple PN = (P; T; F; W; M 0 ) is called Petri nets iff:
(1) P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n } is a finite set of place, n 0, which represents the state of BPEL process;
(2) T = {t 1 , t 2 , … , t m } is a finite set of transition, m 0 and P T , P T = , which represents an operation of BPEL process; (1) PN is a Petri Net, known as base net of , which describes the relation between services;
(2) P s , P e represent the beginning and termination position of BPEL process respectively; (3) : T R 0 is firing probability of transition, which describes the success probability of service, and default value is 1.
In BPEL-Net model, the place represents the position of process, while transition represents the operation of process. At a moment, the distribution of token in each place is called BPEL-Net 's marking (state), the number of token in place p is denoted by M(p); for any x (P T), the set x ={y|y (P T) (y, x) F} and x ={y|y (P T) (x,y) F} are the corresponding input and output of x respectively. The enabled of transition and firing rules of BPEL-Net model are similar to the definition of Petri nets.
III. CONVERTING BPEL PROCESS INTO BPEL-NET
BPEL process describes service composition based on process, each element in process is called activity (As activity and service is one-to-one match, activity is also called service in the following). We will first construct BPEL-Net model of atomic service and structural service, and describe the failure processing between services for BPEL process in detail.
A. Converting Atomic Service into BPEL-Net
Atomic service can implement simple task, in this paper, we divide it into canceled services and not canceled services according to the transactional properties of services. The canceled service refers that the system can cancel its operation once other services have failed. While not canceled service refers that the system can not cancel its execution, and it must be coordinated to reach termination state and not generate any output. Below we will model these two types of service, the possible states of service WS i are initial, active, end, abort, cancel and fail, and denoted by places P in,i , P ab,i , P c,i , P e,i , P ca,i , P fa,i respectively. Let e,i =SP i¸ fa,i = 1-SP i ; SP i represses the success probability of service WS i . The dotted places denoted by line in figure refer the possible input or output. The function of place P ac,i is to make service be in a sole state at any moment. While place P tr,i represents the failure processing interface of service WS i . If place P tr,i has tokens, which means other services have failed and must do the corresponding processing for service WS i such as abortion and cancellation. The model of canceled service is shown in Fig. 1(a) , the dotted frame represents the normal processing, for example, transitions t in,i , t e,i represent the beginning and termination operation of service WS i . Abortion, cancellation and fail operation are denoted by transitions t ab,i , t ca,i , t fa,i respectively. The model of not canceled service is shown in Fig. 1(b) . In this model, if service is in active state and other service has failed, the system will coordinate service to reach the termination state, but transition t ce,i couldn't generate any output. 
B. Converting Structural Services into BPEL-Net
The structural relations of BPEL process including <Sequence>, <While>, <Flow>, <Switch> and <Pick>, namely the relations between services are sequence, loop, parallel and choice, the corresponding BPEL-Net model is shown in Fig. 2 .
The <Sequence> relation refers those two services WS i and WS j can execute in sequence. The corresponding BPEL-Net model is shown in Fig. 2 (a). Service WS j can be fired only after executing service WS i , then we add a place P ij between the termination operation t e,i of service WS i and accessing resource operation t in,j of service WS j , which makes P ij = t e,i , P ij = t in,j .
The <While> relation refers that service WS i can execute n times repeatedly (where n is finite). Assuming service WS i has executed n times repeatedly before the beginning of service WS j , then the corresponding BPEL-Net model is shown in Fig. 2(b) . We introduce the place P w,i , P ij and transition t w,i , which make P w,i = t e,i ,
The <Flow> relation refers that one or more services can be executed in parallel. Let services WS n , WS m be the public forward and backward service of services WS j and WS k , the corresponding BPEL-Net model is shown in Fig. 2(c) . We introduce the place P nj , P nk , P jm , P km which make P nj = P nk = t e,n , P nj = t in,j , P nk =t in,k , P jm = P km = t in,m , P jm = t e,j , P km = t e,k .
The <Switch> relation refers that the system can choose one path from various branches based on special conditions. The execution process is shown in Fig. 2 
(d).
in,k = ch k , in,j = ch j , where ch i , ch j represent the probability of choosing services WS j and WS k respectively. Let service WS n , WS m be the public forward and backward service of WS j and WS k respectively, the corresponding BPEL-Net model is shown in Fig. 2 
We introduce place P njk and P jkm , which make P njk = t e,n , 
C. Modeling Failure Processing for BPEL-Net
According to the characteristics of service, if the relation between services WS i and service WS j is parallel. The process has following failure processing strategies when service WS i failed: 1) 
D. Forming the Whole Application
According to BPEL-Net model of atomic service and structural service, the process of converting BPEL process into BPEL-Net model is described in the following:
1) Begin sign <process> and end sign <process> are expressed by two places, and assign the initial token to place <process>.
2) Determining the atomic services and structural services that BPEL process included and provides basic information such as input and output parameters.
3) The elements in process are presented by BPEL-Net model of atomic services and structural services. Deleting some redundant transitions and places to simplify the model. 4) Introducing initial place P s and transition t s which characterize the beginning operation of the whole application, and t s = {P s }, t s = {P in,i |i = 1,2, …, n}, P s = , P s = {t s }, M 0 (P s ) = 1. Meanwhile, we introduce the termination place P e and transition t e which characterize the termination operation of the whole application, and t e = {P e,i |i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, t s = {P e }, P e = {t s }, P s = .
.
CONVERTING BPEL PROCESS INTO BPEL-NET
The state space of complicated BPEL process will exponential growth as the total number of transition increasing. In order to reduce the complexity of analyzing reliability for BPEL process, we present the concept of transfer matrix in the following, and analyze the relation between transfer matrix and reliability, thus converting the analysis of reliability into computing power of transfer matrix. In this paper, we analyze the reliability of BPEL process by computing the failure probability of participating services. Mapping into BPEL-Net model is the probability from initial state to failure state, denoted by Pr fa i . Denoting P re as the probability from initial state to success state.
A. The Transfer Matrix for BPEL-Net
Property 1: In BPEL-Net model, if S j can reach from S i , then S i can reach state S j in finite steps.
Proof: The proposition is equivalent to prove that model does not have deadlock and endless loop. Because services in BPEL-Net model can be fired only after obtaining all required resources, and will not require additional resources during processing. That is, BPELNet model does not meet one of the necessary conditions of deadlock generated: the transition has been obstructed due to the requirement of other resources, and doesn't release its resource. Therefore, BPEL-Net model does not have deadlock. Also we don't consider the infinite service called, so the model does not have endless loop. In summary, if S j can reach from S i , then S i can reach state S j in finite steps.
Property 1 explains the state space of corresponding BPEL-Net model is finite, thus we can realize to analyze reliability of BPEL process through it.
Let state S = S[t i >, as each transition i has a firing probability i , then the conditional probability from state S to state S is i , we call i is the transformation probability from S to S . Definition 4: The transformation probability a ij from state S i to state S j meets following conditions: (2) Assuming the proposition is established when n k, now we will prove the proposition is established when n
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a . Because the proposition is established when n k, that is, a (k) ir is equal to the probability from state S i to state S r by k steps, while a rj is equal to the probability from state S r to state S j by one step. Therefore a (k) ir *a rj is equal to the probability from state S i to state S r by k steps and reach S j from S r by one step. Because the choice of r is arbitrary, we can get a (k+1) ij is equal to the probability from state S i to S j by k+1 steps, that is, the proposition is established when n=k + 1.
In summary, the probability from state S i to state S j by n steps is equal to the value of a (n) ij in A (n) . Property 2 explains the probability from state S i to state S j by n steps is equal to the value of a (n) ij in A (n) . a (n) ij is also called n order probability from state S i to state S j . We can convert the analysis of reliability into computing power of transfer matrix through property 2. a , that is, the reliability of BPEL process is got by computing the firing probability of all paths between states.
B. Simplification
Below we will propose two simplification schemas for transfer matrix, which can maintain the probability between states unchanged.
(1) the Ith row and Jth column from matrix A, then for any states s i , s j (s i , s j are not the states that removed from A), the probability P ij from state S i to state S j in A is equal to the probability P ij from state S i to state S j in B. Proof: according to the actual mapping of a ij , b pq , we can divide the proposition into proving the probability of corresponding path between any states unchanged. Let the firing sequences from state S i to state S j be 1 , 2 , . . . , m . Now we will prove the corresponding firing probability of any firing sequence q remain unchanged after simplifying. There are two cases for firing sequence q :
(1)S I is included in firing sequence q , because states S I and S J have met above conditions, then q ={S i , t 1 , S 1 , …, t k , S I , t IJ , S J , …, t n , S j }, that is, the firing probability of q is P q = 1 * 2 …* k * IJ …* n = 1 * 2 …* k * 1 … * n = 1 * 2 …* k … * n . Therefore, eliminating the Ith row and Jth column from matrix A has not effect the computation of P q ; (2) S I is not included in firing sequence q , then eliminating the Ith row and Jth column from matrix A has not effect the computation of P q . Because P ij =P 1 + P 2 + … + P m , the schema 2 can not change the value of P ij .
In summary, for any states s i , s j (s i , s j are not the states that removed from A), the probability P ij from state S i to state S j in A is equal to the probability P ij from state S i to state S j in B.
Theorem 1 provides theoretical support for schema 2, which explain n-order probability between states can be maintained by schema 2. We can continuously use simplification schemas until no states can meet the conditions, thus getting a matrix B, which is called a reliable matrix of .
. CONVERTING BPEL PROCESS INTO BPEL-NET
In this section, we will display the above analysis process through an example of applying visa. The composition process of system is: When customers applying for visa, first, getting archive service (WS 0 ) is to obtain entry permits, after getting permits, querying visa service (WS 1 ) provides the related visa information and fee computing service (WS 2 ) is responsible for computing the corresponding fee; information audit services (WS 3 ) is to check whether the applicant's information is complete. [18] to generate the corresponding BPEL process. We can also get the corresponding BPEL-Net model through the above modeling process, which is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 is the BPEL-Net model of whole application, the specific parameters of each service have marked in the corresponding places and transitions. Place P s and P e represent the beginning and termination operation of BPEL-Net model respectively. Transition t c will fire the failure processing in the case of other service has failed.
According to the firing rule of BPEL-Net model and definition of transfer matrix, we can use tool Matlab to generate transfer matrix of Fig. 4 . The corresponding non-zero elements in transfer matrix is shown in Table II , which has 120 reachable states, so the order of matrix A is 120. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify it for reducing the complexity of computation. Based on the proposed simplification schemas, we can use tool Matlab to reduce order for matrix A, thus getting a reliable matrix B which only has 39 order, as shown in Fig. 5 (we only display non-zero elements in the matrix B, C is the column of matrix B and R is the row of matrix B). We can also get the failure probability of each service are 0.09, 0.0357, 0.0721, 0.0039, 0.0076, 0.0069, 0.0229, 0.0399 respectively by using property 3 and tool Matlab, and success probability is 0.7588.
The example show that the number of state in BPELNet model will be relative larger when BPEL process is complex, which makes the analysis of state graph more difficult. However, transfer matrix can not only clearly show the structure of BPEL process, but also represent the relation between states. Simplification schemas can reduce the complexity of computation. The results show that: 1) Comparing with the analysis by Petri nets, using transfer matrix can gain significant efficiency, and in the complicated BPEL process, analyzing reliability through tool Matlab has higher efficiency; 2) Transfer matrix can be more intuitive to show the process for analyzing reliability, and reducing the complexity of the analysis for state graph.
. RELATED WORKS In recent years, the problem of performance analysis in service composition has attracted great interest in the research community. And there have been some related works about formal analysis of BPEL. In this section, we will discuss some related work that is directly or indirectly of interest to our research work.
In the existing attempts, some process algebra approaches that have been used to analyze the behavior of BPEL process, which are given in reference [6, 7, 8] . A CCS-based model which generalizes the behavior of Web services and their composition is proposed in [6] , which can capture the semantics of complex service interactions and their respective specificities. while the authors in [7] presented the semantics of WS-CDL in terms of process algebra CSP and verifying concurrent processes. Therefore, all the properties can be verified automatically in the CSP framework correspondingly. Process algebra is also used in [8] to design and verify the BPEL and automatically obtaining the corresponding BPEL code.
Another work about formal analysis of BPEL process is finite state machine [9, 10, 11, 12] . In [9] , authors abstractly model dynamic properties of the key language constructs through the construction of a BPEL abstract machine, and provided a precise and well defined semantic framework for establishing the key language attributes. Reference [10, 11, 12] are also the works based on finite state machines and abstract state machines.
The works most close to ours include: A checking tool for translating BPEL specifications into the input language of the Petri nets model called LoLA has been proposed in [13] , which demonstrated that the semantics is well suited for computer aided verification purposes. Lisa Wells [14] used Colored Petri Nets and CPN Tools for generating different kinds of performance-related output, and for running multiple simulation replications. Three services scheduling algorithm are presented in [15] to calculate the non-function quality of service composition. An XML-based deployment descriptor is proposed in [16] to specify the non-functional requirements in a declarative way. Reference [17] introduces the concept of a transactional pattern for specifying flexible and reliable composite Web services, which can simply connect together transactional patterns to define a composite Web service.
To some extent, our work has been influenced by the above research results. Below are some of the key differences when comparing the above approaches to the one presented in this paper:
(1) Compared to generic finite state machines and process algebra, Petri nets provide a much broad basis for computer aided verification, so we think it is more natural to model different input and output information of BPEL process by means of Petri nets;
(2) There are also some works described based on Petri nets, but these works only involves a certain part of BPEL process, they don't take into account the crucial transactional properties of services and failure processing between services; (3) We propose the concept of transfer matrix to represent the relation between states, which makes the analysis of reliability easier. Hence our proposed approach is suitable to analyze reliability of BPEL process at design time, which is especially significant in the context of service composition.
. CONCLUSIONS Along with the development of Web Service technology, service composition technology has been 
